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Key market dynamics
•

•

The worldwide public cloud services
market is forecast to grow 17% in 2020 to
total $266.4 billion, up from $227.8 billion
in 2019, according to Gartner, Inc.
The second-largest market segment
(behind SaaS) is cloud system
infrastructure services, or infrastructure as
a service (IaaS), which will reach $50
billion in 2020. IaaS is forecast to grow
24% year over year, which is the highest
growth rate across all market segments.

Why IBM public cloud
Market opportunity

500M

New applications
created from 2018-2023

90%

Business innovation using public
cloud services by 2022

75%

Adoption of multi cloud and/or hybrid by
mid/large sized organization by 2021

Source: Gartner & IDC
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Emphasis has been on simple
migration and innovation...
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Migrate

Modernize

Innovate

Manage

Lift and shift
applications and
workloads

Update using
containers and
microservices

Build new
cloud native
applications

Integrate
and manage,
multicloud

Sources: McKinsey study / Forrester study

The market is entering a new
chapter in cloud and digital
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Chapter 1

Chapter 2

•

Consumer-driven innovation

•

Enterprise-driven innovation

•

Digital/AI experimentation

•

•

“User applications” driving cloud
20% of workloads

Digital/AI embedded in the business
At scale

•

•

Public cloud

“Mission Critical” workloads driving cloud
80% of workloads

•

Hybrid Cloud
Public + Private + Traditional open and mutlicloud

Companies “experimenting”

Companies moving to production

“Adding” vs. ”transforming”

Transforming mission critical
End-to-end integration
ü Sustaining operations
ü Remote workforce
ü Maintaining communication

Sources: McKinsey study / Forrester study
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The most open and secure
public cloud for business

Why IBM public cloud
Market opportunity
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IBM public cloud enables higher levels of compliance, security, and management, meeting the
requirements for running the world’s largest businesses across many industries. IBM Cloud is trusted by
47 of the Fortune 50, 10 out of 10 of the world’s largest banks, and 8 of the 10 largest airlines.

Open innovation

Security leadership

Enterprise grade

•

Cloud-delivered
API Services

•

Highest data
encryption compliance

•

#1 VMware public
cloud (2,000 clients)

•

Kubernetes on IBM
Cloud (1k+ clients,
19k+ clusters)

•

Configurable so that
even IBM cannot see
your data

•

Cloud migration for
Power AIX, IBMi, Z, SAP,
and mission critical

•

Major cloud-native open
source contributor

•

Edge-to-cloud threat
management

•

Broadest portfolio of compute
instances,
including Power and X86

Open and secure
Customer rating
Differentiators

IBM public cloud: Highest customer
rating on Gartner Peer Insights
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•

Highest overall customer rating among leading
Cloud providers for the last 12 months, as of 28 Feb 2020

•

Customers rated IBM Cloud above
AWS, Google Cloud, and Microsoft Azure

•

Leading overall rating of 4.7 out of 5 stars,
based on 84 reviews

•

The highest ratings for customer willingness
to recommend – 95%

Differentiators

IBM public cloud differentiators

Why IBM public cloud
Market opportunity

Even IBM cannot see your data

Open innovation

Highest compliance for data encryption

+

The data you store on our cloud is yours and yours alone

Open and secure

Enterprise grade

Market-leading protection for data and apps

+

–

Security leadership

Cloud journey

Customer rating
Differentiators

IBM public cloud differentiators

Why IBM public cloud
Market opportunity

#1 public cloud for VMware workloads
SAP IBM Power AIX and IBM I, IBM Z
Compute choices, from serverless and Kubernetes to virtual private cloud and bare metal servers

Open and secure

Open innovation

Enterprise grade
–

A foundation for enterprise workloads

+

Security leadership
+

Cloud journey

Customer rating
Differentiators

IBM public cloud differentiators

Why IBM public cloud
Market opportunity

Security leadership

Enterprise grade

Open innovation

+

+

–

Cloud journey

Leverage open source technologies

Open and secure

Open Standards to enable workload portability at scale

Customer rating

Build and run apps with ease on managed Red Hat OpenShift on IBM Cloud
Major contributor to cloud native open source

Differentiators
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Backup and disaster recovery

Entry points
Backup and disaster recovery
Build cloud native apps

When your client’s business depends on the uptime of
their services and applications, it's critical they have a
comprehensive data protection and disaster recovery
(DR) strategy.

Solutions/offerings
•

IBM Cloud bare metal servers

•

IBM Cloud virtual servers

Disruptions can cost your client’s business thousands of
dollars each minute in lost revenue, decrease in worker
productivity and damage to their brand loyalty and
reputation. Disruptions can take many forms like user
errors, cyberattacks and natural disasters.

•

IBM Cloud for VMware Solutions

•

IBM Cloud Storage

•

IBM Cloud Backup

•

IBM Spectrum Protect Plus

The beauty of the IBM public cloud for backup and
disaster recovery is that it offers built-in resiliency,
redundancy and security. It helps reduce the cost and
complexity of backup operations and can enable faster
disaster recovery of critical IT systems, without incurring
the infrastructure expense of a second physical site.

•

Veeam on IBM Cloud

•

Zerto on IBM Cloud

•

Actifio Go on IBM Cloud

•

Direct Link

Check out the use
case card on Seismic
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IBM public cloud, evolved and available now
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IBM Cloud Paks
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Build cloud native apps

Entry points
Backup and disaster recovery
Build cloud native apps

Drive digital transformation with a cloud-native
development approach that leads to faster time to
market, greater scalability and enhanced reliability.
According to IDC, by 2022, 90% of new applications will
be cloud native, which by 2023 will amount to over 500
million digital applications and services. By 2024, over
50% of user-interface interactions will use AI-enabled
computer vision, speech, natural language processing, in
addition to augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality
(VR).
The enterprise-grade” as a service” capabilities of IBM
Cloud relieve the pain around security, scale and
infrastructure management, so teams can build and
operate net-new applications that will enrich digital
experiences. Looking to get started on that first cloudnative application? The experts at IBM Garage™ will cocreate with your team on a starter project, from concept
to implementation, in what feels like a developer-todeveloper experience.

Solutions/offerings
•

Red Hat OpenShift on IBM Cloud

•

IBM Cloud Functions

•

IBM Cloud Continuous Delivery with Tekton

•

IBM Cloud Security Advisor

Check out this use
case card on Seismic

Extend and transform
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Regulated workloads
SAP on IBM Cloud

Extend and transform multitier applications

Entry points
Backup and disaster recovery
Build cloud native apps

Ninety percent (90%) of business applications will still
be in use by 2025, according to Gartner Group. Left
unchecked, it’s possible to accumulate a growing
technical debt that could consume more than 40% of
your IT budget.†

Solutions/offerings
•

Red Hat OpenShift on IBM Cloud

•

IBM Cloud Paks

Extend and transform high-value applications with
agile and DevOps methodologies, leveraging deep
engagement expertise.

•

Securely transform applications 46% faster—and
reduce integration, application development and
management costs significantly—with an architecture
based on Red Hat® OpenShift®.‡

IBM Power Systems Virtual Servers

SAP on IBM Cloud

Check out the use
case card on Seismic
Thomas Klinect and Stefan Van Der Zijden, Analysts. “Application Modernization Should Be Business-Centric, Continuous and Multiplatform.” Gartner, 15 August 2019.
‡ “The Total Economic Impact™ Of IBM Services For Application Migration And Modernization To A Hybrid Multicloud Environment.” A study commissioned by IBM Services. Forrester Research, 2019.
https://www.ibm.com/downloads/cas/9NYMAYGL
†

Move and modernize VMware workloads

Regulated workloads

IBM can help you assess and develop a strategy to
extend and transform your applications so you can
deliver sustained business results:
•

Extend and transform
multitier applications

Move and modernize VMware workloads

Entry points
Backup and disaster recovery
Build cloud native apps

Across industries, organizations are readily adopting
cloud solutions to improve productivity, increase
efficiency, gain agility and reduce IT overhead.
But migrating mission-critical workloads to the cloud or
modernizing applications using cloud services can be
complicated undertakings.
How can your organization take advantage of what the
cloud has to offer, while reducing complexity and
minimizing risk?
IBM Cloud for VMware Solutions makes it simpler for
your organization to capitalize on the tremendous
potential of the cloud. Modernize mission-critical
VMware workloads or migrate them to the IBM Cloud,
while continuing to use your on-premises infrastructure
and your existing tools, technologies and skills.

Solutions/offerings
•

IBM Cloud for VMware Solutions, dedicated and
shared

•

Veeam, Zerto and IBM Cloud for mission-critical
VMware workloads

•

HyTrust, F5, IBM Fortinet, Caveonix, IBM Cloud
Secure Virtualization

•

Red Hat OpenShift for VMware on IBM Cloud

•

IBM backup as a service (BaaS) with Veeam

•

IBM BaaS with IBM Spectrum® Protect Plus

•

IBM disaster recover as a service (DRaaS) with Zerto

•

IBM Orchestrated DRaaS

Check out the use
case card on Seismic

Extend and transform
multitier applications
Move and modernize VMware workloads
IBM Power Systems Virtual Servers
Regulated workloads
SAP on IBM Cloud

IBM Power Systems Virtual Servers

Entry points
Backup and disaster recovery
Build cloud native apps

You don’t have to stay limited in an on-premise
infrastructure you can’t quickly scale, and you don’t have
to give up your existing AIX/IBM i operations either.
IBM Power® Systems Virtual Servers can help you quickly
extend into the cloud with pay-as-you-use deployment
and plenty of customization options to work within your
existing technologies, skillsets, and budgets.

Solutions/offerings
•

IBM Power Systems Virtual Servers (targeting
existing, on-prem AIX/IBM i operations)

•

IBM Cloud Object Storage (optional backup and
custom image hosting migration)

•

IBM Cloud Direct Link (optional for connectivity)

•

IBM Cloud Mass Data Migration (optional for hosting
migration)

Check out the use
case card on Seismic

Extend and transform
multitier applications
Move and modernize VMware workloads
IBM Power Systems Virtual Servers
Regulated workloads
SAP on IBM Cloud

Regulated workloads

Entry points
Backup and disaster recovery
Build cloud native apps

The digital economy brings new sets of concerns in the
areas of security and regulatory compliance.
Cyberhackers seek out vulnerable targets. Gaps in
security or regulatory compliance can put your
organization at risk. Concerns around security and how to
remain compliant, while controlling an open, hybrid and
multicloud environment can keep any CEO awake at
night.
IBM Cloud, designed with secure engineering practices,
features layered security controls deployed across
enterprises’ networks and infrastructure to help them
build and run highly sensitive workloads securely in the
cloud, while driving innovation.

Solutions/offerings
•
•

IBM financial servicesready public cloud
IBM Cloud Hyper
Protect
Crypto Services

Extend and transform
multitier applications
•

IBM Cloud Migration
Services (GTS)

•

IBM Cloud for
VMware Solutions

•

Security Advisor 2.0
and IAM

•

•

IBM bare metal/
dedicated servers

IBM Cloud Object
Storage, DBaaS

•

Compliance Programs

•

IBM Cloud VPC

•

•

IBM Cloud Architecture
Design (GTS)

Private Network
Products (firewalls)

•

EU Cloud
(Frankfurt MZR)

Check out the use
case card on Seismic

Move and modernize VMware workloads
IBM Power Systems Virtual Servers
Regulated workloads
SAP on IBM Cloud

Examples

Entry points
Backup and disaster recovery
Build cloud native apps

Maintain acceptable
level of control

Ensure security of high
value transactions

Provide documented
compliance with all
applicable regulatory
regimes

•

Isolation

•

Visibility & Audibility

•

Data Location

•

Client-key management

•

Encryption and keys

•

Detection, prevention
and remediation

•

Notification

•

Understand the regulations

•

Comply with the regulations

•

Adapt to regulatory changes

•

Provisionable bare metal

•

Isolation with dedicated variations on
responsibility based on workload

•

Geo location verification

•

BYOK and KYOK

•

Monitoring and security to
microchip level (TXT)

•

Trusted boot every time

•

Visibility and auditable evidence that
critical workloads run on trusted servers

•

Z14 (FIPS 140-2, Level 4, EAL 5)
on IBM Cloud

•

IBM Promontory®

•

Visibility into client’s end-to-end
risk posture

•

IBM SecurityTM immune system

•

Obligations library and controls
update process

Extend and transform
multitier applications
Move and modernize VMware workloads
IBM Power Systems Virtual Servers
Regulated workloads
SAP on IBM Cloud

IBM Cloud for Financial Services
Achieve private cloud security in a public cloud and
demonstrate regulatory compliance faster, more efficiently

Entry points
Backup and disaster recovery
Build cloud native apps
Extend and transform
multitier applications
Move and modernize VMware workloads
IBM Power Systems Virtual Servers

Financial Services key program
elements:
•

Industry-informed common criteria
to enable the ecosystem (Cloud,
FIs, ISVs) to transact and operate
securely, fluidly

•

Intelligent monitoring and
enforcement of security and
compliance profiles

•

Mainframe-level data security, and
compute and network isolation

•

Innovation lab to connect FIs with
IBM Research team and portfolio to
build skills and learn in cloud

Regulated workloads
SAP on IBM Cloud

IBM Cloud for Financial services

SAP on IBM Cloud

Entry points
Backup and disaster recovery
Build cloud native apps

Organizations of all sizes and industries are looking to
create exceptional customer experiences, uncover new
revenue opportunities, optimize investments and
fundamentally reinvent how business gets done by using
intelligent technologies and migrating to the cloud.
But the shift in strategy to do it right is far from easy.
SAP customers must transform to SAP S/4 HANA by
2027, they need to develop and execute an S/4 HANA
migration strategy in addition to their cloud migration
strategy. IBM Cloud meets you where you are in your
cloud journey and provides you the right cloud
infrastructure to your SAP solution that works for your
organization.
With IBM, you have the flexibility to deploy SAP S/4HANA
your way—on a public or private cloud, on-premise, or in
a hybrid environment—to meet your business
requirements while maintaining control and security.

Solutions/offerings
•

IBM Cloud for SAP (IaaS)

•

Bare Metal Servers for SAP

•

VMware for SAP

•

Power VSI for SAP

•

Intel VSI for SAP

•

Rapid Discovery/Rapid Move

•

Red Hat OpenShift on IBM Cloud

•

Veeam on IBM Cloud

•

Zerto on IBM Cloud

Check out use
case card on Seismic

Extend and transform
multitier applications
Move and modernize VMware workloads
IBM Power Systems Virtual Servers
Regulated workloads
SAP on IBM Cloud

Key offerings

Key offerings
IBM Cloud for VMware Solutions
IBM Cloud infrastructure as a service
IBM Cloud Paks on IBM Cloud
Red Hat® OpenShift® on IBM Cloud

IBM Cloud for VMware Solutions

Key offerings
IBM Cloud for VMware Solutions
IBM Cloud infrastructure as a service

Migrate and modernize your
VMware workloads more easily.

Solutions/offerings
Core Platform Services:

IBM Cloud for VMWare brings together IBM Cloud
infrastructure and services, VMware technologies, and
other Partner solutions to make it easy to move
workloads from on premises to the IBM Cloud. Clients
can migrate VMware workloads to the cloud and then
modernize them over time at their own pace.
•

Lift and shift enterprise-grade VMware workloads
from on-premises to the IBM Cloud–without
refactoring–to take advantage of the unique benefits
of a hybrid cloud strategy.

•

Protect and recover data threatened or lost due to
hardware or software failure, user error, or
ransomware attacks.

•

Add AI and machine learning to existing VMware
applications, and leverage automation to quickly get
to Day 2 operations.

•

VMware vCenter Server (vCS). Extremely flexible,
automated offering where IBM Cloud infrastructure
runs the VMware stack - ready to support all levels of
production workloads.

•

VMware vSphere (vSS). Customizable virtualization
service that combines VMware-compatible bare
metal servers, hardware components and licenses to
build your own IBM-hosted environment.

Optional solutions:

•

These optional third-party resiliency solutions are
built upon the single-tenant VMware offering above:
•

Zerto on IBM Cloud

•

Veeam on IBM Cloud

•

Spectrum Protect Plus on IBM Cloud

IBM Cloud Paks on IBM Cloud
Red Hat® OpenShift® on IBM Cloud

IBM Cloud infrastructure as a service

Key offerings
IBM Cloud for VMware Solutions
IBM Cloud infrastructure as a service

Enterprises are migrating to the cloud at a faster pace to
gain a competitive edge in the marketplace, better satisfy
their customers and reduce their costs. The IBM public
cloud is built on a solid open source foundation that frees
you from vendor lock-in, backed by the industry’s
strongest security that protects your privacy and your
data—all in an environment that is ready to handle the
most demanding enterprise workloads.
The magic of the public cloud is made possible by IBM’s
industry-leading field-tested infrastructure that enables
enterprises to tailor solutions to their business
requirements.

Solutions/offerings
•

IBM Cloud bare metal servers

•

IBM Cloud virtual servers

•

IBM Cloud block storage

•

IBM Cloud file storage

•

IBM Cloud Object Storage

•

IBM Cloud virtual private cloud

•

IBM networking

Take advantage of powerful bare-metal servers that you
don’t have to maintain, now with a lower price and easy
global expansion with over 60 data centers all connected
with a very secure and blazing-fast network.

Check out the use
case card on Seismic

IBM Cloud Paks on IBM Cloud
Red Hat® OpenShift® on IBM Cloud

IBM Cloud Paks on IBM Cloud

Key offerings
IBM Cloud for VMware Solutions
IBM Cloud infrastructure as a service

Certified and optimized for IBM Cloud.

•

Enterprise-proven managed Kubernetes service
running at scale

•

Most secure environment for containerized
workloads with built-in container-level

•

Security, isolation, and broad industry compliance
(PCI, HIPAA, etc.)

•

Simplified consumption, management, and support
via single vendor approach

•

Pre-loaded and certified for IBM’s public cloud for
accelerated workload migration

Cloud Paks available for:
•

Applications

•

Data

•

Integration

•

Automation

•

Multicloud management

•

Security

IBM Cloud Paks on IBM Cloud
Red Hat® OpenShift® on IBM Cloud

Red Hat OpenShift on IBM Cloud

Key offerings
IBM Cloud for VMware Solutions
IBM Cloud infrastructure as a service

As-a-service (managed)
•

Automated provisioning

•

Install, config, upgrades

•

Patch management, scaling

•

Performance tuning

•

24/7 global SRE support

Resilient and secure

Complete platform

Automatic multizone
deployments with failure
recovery

•

Monitoring

•

Logging, Key Protect

•

Security hardening, compliant

•

IAM, Activity Tracker

•

Enterprise isolation options
including dedicated compute,
bare metal, private clusters

•

Storage, COS Volumes

•

Security Advisor

•

Service Catalog

•

Container Registry and
Vulnerability Advisor

•

Available in:
•

6 Multi-zone regions

•

Single zone regions: Montreal, Paris, Seoul,
Singapore, Toronto, Chennai

Learn more
about deployment

IBM Cloud Paks on IBM Cloud
Red Hat® OpenShift® on IBM Cloud

Build once. Deploy anywhere.

Key offerings
IBM Cloud for VMware Solutions
IBM Cloud infrastructure as a service
IBM Cloud Paks on IBM Cloud

Consulting
Services

Strategy

Cloud Native
Software

Cloud Pak for
Applications

Foundation

Open Hybrid Multicloud Platform

Infrastructure

IBM
public
cloud

Migration

AWS

Cloud Pak for
Data

Microsoft
Azure

Development

Cloud Pak for
Integration

Google
Cloud

Management

Cloud Pak for
Automation

Edge

Private

Cloud Pak for
Multicloud
Management

IBM Z
IBM LinuxOne
IBM Power
Systems

Red Hat® OpenShift® on IBM Cloud

Incentives

Incentives
Benefits to partners

Benefits to partners

Incentives
Benefits to partners

Build

Service

Sell

I build innovative products (IP)
Start here

I provide my own value-added
services (IP)
Start here

I sell IBM products and services
Start here

Cloud credit

Partner packages

When you become a new IBM PartnerWorld member, you
receive no-charge IBM Cloud Credits for New Business
partners that provide you with hands-on access to over
190 industry-leading cloud services. This gives you the
opportunity to learn, test, demo, and develop solutions,
accelerating your time to value and growth within the first
60 days of your membership.
Start here

Choose the right package of fee-based benefits to for your
business develop, learn and test with IBM technology.
Start here

2020 sales play
offers
Start here

COVID-19 Offers
Start here

IBM Cloud Partner Accelerator ENGAGE
Workshop Series
Start here

Conversation 1 overview
Start here

Contacts
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Get started today by contacting your IBM representative:

Ted Lewis

Asad Ahmed

Program Director, Ecosystem Marketing,
IBM public cloud

WW Partner Ecosystem Marketing Leader for
IBM public cloud

01 720 349 2991 Office
01 972 333 0976 Mobile
tedlewis@us.ibm.com

+919980601356

IBM Cloud

asfahmed@in.ibm.com

